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Protecting the integrity of sport 

Supporting the governance of sport 

Providing independent dispute resolution services to sport 

 

VISION 

Sport Resolutions’ vision is to be the dispute resolution service of choice for sport in the United 

Kingdom.   

We will retain our commitment to provide an affordable and accessible service to Olympic, Paralympic  

and amateur sport and recreation, whilst increasing our profile and income from professional sport and 

from commercial disputes arising out of sport.   

AIM 

Sport Resolutions’ aim is to make available to sport throughout the United Kingdom:  

- Independent, expert, timely and cost effective resolution of all disputes 

- Information, education and training to prevent disputes arising and to handle effectively and 

lower the profile of those that do  

We will continue to place the values of independence, integrity and high quality professional services at 

the heart of everything we do.  We will not engage in any commercial activities or relationships which 

undermine these values.  

MISSION 

Sport Resolutions’ mission is to be: 

- The centre of excellence for all sports dispute management and training 

- The nominated referral body when disputes in sport arise 

- A non-profit making body, reinvesting in sport 

We will place our sport arbitration and mediation centre at the centre of our strategy and turn it into the 

recognised home of dispute resolution for sport in the UK.  Any surplus income we earn will be 

reinvested in services which benefit the long term well-being and integrity of the UK sport system. 
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 

1 

To protect the integrity of sport in the United Kingdom and to support its good 

governance, by providing an independent, timely, cost effective and high quality 

mechanism for resolving disputes 

Key Performance Indictors: 

 95% of recognised governing bodies provide a referral mechanism to Sport Resolutions by 

2016 

 To receive a 90% satisfaction rating from governing bodies, athletes and other stakeholders 

concerning the quality and accessibility of services provided by Sport Resolutions  

 

Overview 

Sport Resolutions will play a central role in maintaining public confidence in the integrity of the UK sport 

system.  We will do this by supporting governing bodies to put in place professional and transparent 

dispute resolution processes.  We will provide independent panel appointment, appeals and arbitration 

services in the areas of anti-doping, illegal betting, match fixing, corruption, athlete eligibility, selection 

and funding, child safeguarding, employment and discrimination, commercial and other aspects of 

discipline and regulation.  We will work with government, the sports councils and other stakeholders 

within sport to provide for an automatic referral to Sport Resolutions through the creation of an 

extended policy/statutory framework.  The main focus of such a framework will be national level 

disputes involving anti-doping, safeguarding children, illegal betting and match fixing, athlete selection 

and final disciplinary appeals.  We will also provide independent mediation services to assist 

stakeholders in the UK sport system to maintain relationships and resolve their differences when 

disputes which are amenable to a mediation approach arise, such as those involving governance, 

commercial and employment matters.     
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2 

To make available to the UK sport system, a panel of sport specialist arbitrators 

and mediators, who are available to support the commercial, disciplinary, 

regulatory and appeals processes of national governing bodies, international 

federations, clubs, leagues and competitions 

Key Performance Indicators: 

 To reappoint a diverse and  accessible panel of arbitrators and mediators by 2012, including a 

specialist child safeguarding panel,  athlete selection & eligibility panel, integrity panel and 

professional football panel 

 

Overview: 

Sport Resolutions will review its panel selection criteria and appoint a new panel based on the skill sets 

required over the period of this strategy.  We will retain a specialist National Anti-Doping Panel and 

appoint members to form a Pro-Bono Legal Advice and Representation Service to support individuals 

involved in the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games.  We will extend the panel of arbitrators to 

include an expert child safeguarding panel, athlete selection and eligibility panel, integrity panel and 

professional football panel.  We will retain a list of sports law firms who are willing to provide legal 

advice and representation for unrepresented athletes and parties as a legacy of the London 2012 Pro-

Bono Legal Advice and Representation Service.   

We will develop a range of membership services to include a searchable database of sports case law; a 

Sport Resolutions’ yearbook which contains relevant rules and regulations and case law; discounted 

room hire at 1 Salisbury Square and access to other discounted goods and services.  We will also 

consider the risks and benefits of publishing profiles of panel members on the website and in the 

proposed yearbook.  Once we have an attractive range of membership services in place we shall 

consider introducing an associate membership category in an effort to broaden the professional 

membership of the panel and to introduce a possible new income stream.  
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3 

To promote and increase understanding within sport of the purpose and benefits 

of alternative dispute resolution and prevention, and the role of Sport Resolutions 

within it 

 

Key Performance Indicators: 

 To hold at a programme of seminars each year throughout the UK, targeted at governing 

bodies and other stakeholders in the UK sport system 

 To  develop on-line dispute resolution resources and services and thereby double the number 

of website visits to 25,000 per year by 2015  

 

Overview: 

Sport Resolutions will develop resources and services to support stakeholders in the UK sport system 

to put in place effective dispute resolution mechanisms.  We will extend our on-line services to provide 

a facility for secure document exchange and improved case management, a searchable database of 

sports case law, improved news and case study content and possibly provide on-line access to our 

panel member profiles.  We will deliver an annual programme of training and networking events in 

England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland and provide consultancy to other nations wishing to 

establish national sport dispute organisations.  The focus of our event programme will be to bring 

together stakeholder organisations and individuals to explore and discuss aspects of dispute resolution 

in sport.  We will also publish and distribute high quality newsletters, a services brochure and annual 

Sport Resolutions yearbook.    
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4 

To establish a thriving sport arbitration and mediation centre which is the venue 

of choice for hosting tribunals, mediations and other meetings 

 

Key Performance Indicators: 

 To host 100 days of arbitration and mediation each year at 1 Salisbury Square by 2014 

 For centre hire income to at least cover the basic rent and rates costs of 1 Salisbury Square by 

2013 

 

Overview: 

Sport Resolutions will actively promote and market its centre at 1 Salisbury Square, London as the 

place to hold independent appeals, arbitration, mediation, business meetings and events. We will 

develop a reputation based on the quality, privacy and location of our centre, on our professional 

expertise in arbitration and mediation and on our commitment to outstanding customer service.  We will 

offer generous discounts to governing bodies and other sports organisations and make our facilities 

affordable to all. 
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5 

To ensure the long term sustainability, effective governance and financial security 

of Sport Resolutions  

Key Performance Indicators: 

 To increase turnover to at least £1m per annum by 2016 

 To implement a new organisational structure by 2013 

 

Overview: 

Sport Resolutions will seek to put in place a board and staff structure which is fit for purpose to deliver 

its new strategy.  This will involve appointing independent non-executive directors with specific skills 

and experience in financial management and accounting, marketing and service development, 

information technology and human resources management.  It will also involve appointing staff with 

requisite skills and experience of sport, law, arbitration, mediation, marketing, membership services and 

centre management.  We will also review our status as an organisation and evaluate the cost benefits 

of applying to become a registered charity. 

Sport Resolutions will seek to secure public investment at current levels to provide for services which 

protect the integrity of the UK sport system and support its good governance.  We will simultaneously 

seek to develop our membership services and explore ways of generating income through advertising 

revenue arising from our yearbook and membership services and by increasing the number of 

commercial disputes and the share of income retained by Sport Resolutions in such cases.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adopted by the Board of Directors on 6 October 2011 


